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NATO MSG-085 was chartered to "Investigate approaches for the deployment of Coalition BML capabilities
complementing existing operational C2 system exchange mechanisms." A recognized capability needed to achieve this
is a functional NATO Operations Order (OPORD) for the Battle Management Language (BML). GMU has developed a
schema for a NATO OPORD, based on our earlier work with an Army OPORD for Integrated BML (IBML) and, before
that, the geoBML OPORD that also was a predecessor of the Common Ground Joint Capability Technology
Demonstration. It will be made available to MSG-085 as a basis for further development. This paper describes the
resulting NATO OPORD schema, the associated script for the Scripted BML Web Server, and the example order
developed for testing.

1. Introduction

being adopted by the US Department of Defense and its
coalition allies [2].

This paper describes a developmental NATO OPORD
schema for the Battle Management Language (BML).

Coalition operations have a need for interoperability that
is even greater than that of national Service and Joint
operations. Because coalitions must function under
greater complexity due to significant differences among
doctrine and human language barriers; the agility to train
and rehearse rapidly before the actual operation is highly
important [3]. The NATO RTO Modeling and Simulation
Group (MSG) recognized this need and chartered
Technical Activity MSG-048 to explore the promise of
BML in coalitions combined with SOA technologies.
Earlier major demonstrations by MSG-048 are described
in [3]. The remainder of this paper describes the final
major activity of MSG-048, involving experimentation,
performed by a team from ten nations. The experimental
configuration used is shown in Figure 1 and included six
national C2 systems and 5 national simulation systems,

BML and its various proposed extensions are intended to
facilitate interoperation among command and control
(C2) and modeling and simulation (M&S) systems by
providing a common, agreed-to format for the exchange
of information such as orders and reports [1]. In recent
implementation, this has been accomplished by providing
a repository service that the participating systems can use
to post and retrieve messages expressed in BML. The
service is implemented as middleware, essential to the
operation of BML, and can be either centralized or
distributed. Recent implementations have focused on use
of the Extensible Markup Language (XML) along with
Web service (WS) technology, a choice that is consistent
with the Network Centric Operations strategy currently

supported by the scripted BML server developed by the
GMU C4I Center. This project was reported in [3].

OPORD described below is intended for communicating
order information among systems that are SISO Coalition
BML (C-BML) enabled. Thus, the information produced
by the user interface in the Common Ground digital
OPORD could be conveyed to other systems using the
NATO OPORD schema described here.

3. NATO OPORD

Figure 1. MSG-048 experimentation architecture 2009
The MSG-085 Technical Activity, Standardization for
C2-Simulation Interoperation, started in June 2010. It is
intended to build on the work done in MSG-048. MSG085 will work towards the end goal of bringing coalition
BML closer to operational deployment. Objectives of
MSG-085 are: to further clarify the scope and
requirements of coalition BML; to reach a consensus
regarding the manner to produce a digitized order; to
assess available open-source reference implementations
and to demonstrate how coalition BML complements
MIP standards. As did MSG-048, MSG-085 will provide
further recommendations for standardization of coalition
BML. Its technical activity will be conducted with close
involvement from the end users in the operational
community, a process started in MSG-048’s 2009
experimentation.

2. Common Ground Digitized OPORD
The Common Ground Joint Concept Technology
Demonstration (JCTD) [4][5] has developed a digitized
implementation of the US Army Operations Order
(OPORD) [6]. This product originally was prototyped in
the geoBML project described in [7], which also was an
antecedent of the work described in the remainder of this
paper. Common Ground has developed a powerful,
geospatially-enabled user interface capability for
generating the OPORD, which was successfully
demonstrated in August 2010 [8].
The Common Ground digital OPORD produces order
information represented in the Joint Consultation,
Command, and Control Information Exchange Data
Model (JC3IEDM). By way of contrast, the BML NATO

The US Army SIMCI program supports technology
development for interoperation of C2 and Simulation
systems. The US systems participating in MSG-048
experimentation were BML-enabled under SIMCI
support, as described in [9]. As a US contribution to the
work of MSG-085, SIMCI has sponsored in 2010 and
2011 work to develop a digital NATO OPORD that
complies with [10]. With this as an input, the SIMCIsponsored project will work with other MSG-085
national technical participants to reach a consensus BML
NATO OPORD.
The following sections describe the NATO OPORD as
defined in [11] and the schema format definitions
associated with their elements. Please note that we use a
typical OPORD here. There are variations on the
OPORD, e.g. an operations plan, which is an OPLAN
that has no specific date and time to begin the operation.
It usually contains assumptions. A fragmentary order
(FRAGO) modifies an existing OPORD, which is in
effect. Warning orders (WARNO or Wng O) provide
essential details of an impending operation.
3.1 Preamble
Preamble elements provide “envelope” information to
identify the OPORD:
• Order ID: unique identifier for this Order
• FRAGO ID: identifies a fragment associated with
original full Order
• Category Code: identifies type or order (OPORD,
FRAGO, WARNO)
• Header: Classification, IssuingUnit, LocationOfIssue,
DateTimeOfIssue,
MessageReferenceNumber,
References, TimeZone
3.2 Task Organization
The Task Organization defines the Order of Battle
(ORBAT) for the collected forces tasked under the order.
It has the format:
• RootUnit: highest level organization described
• UnitAssociation: any number of units with relationship
to RootUnit plus, for each:
– ParentUnit
– ChildUnit

– Relationship e.g. supporting, assigned to, direct
support, attached, etc.
3.3 Situation Section
“Situation” is the first of the “five paragraphs” that are
well known to military officers. It provides background
information necessary to interpret the sections that
follow. The “situation” provides the setting for the
operation and generally describes what is known of the
enemy forces, including partisans and the civilian
population, geospatial factors, weather, and ephemeris
data, and the disposition of friendly forces:
• Weather (MeteorologicFeature; optional)
• EnemyForces
– EnemyOrderOfBattle (TaskOrganization format;
optional)
– MostProbableCourseOfAction (Task format;
optional)
– MostDangerousCourseOfAction (Task format;
optional)
• FriendlyForces
– TwoLevelsUp,
OneLevelUp,
LeftFlankUnit,
RightFlankUnit, ForwardUnit, RearUnit, DeepUnit,
ReserveUnit (Mission format; all optional)
• AttachmentsAndDetachments
(TaskOrganization
format; optional)
• Assumptions (free text; optional; properly used only in
Plan not Order)
• CommandersEvaluation (free text; optional)
3.5 Execution Section
This section provides the commander’s description of the
operational concept of fires and maneuver of the combat
elements under his command.
• CommandersIntent (free text) “…a concise
expression of the purpose of the operation which
describes the desired end state.” [10]. In US doctrine,
this statement succinctly	
  describes	
  what	
  constitutes	
  
success	
  for	
  the	
  
operation.	
  
• ConceptOfOperations (free text)
• DescriptionOfMission (free text)
ExecutionPhases (any number); for each. This describes
the scheme of maneuver and supporting fires:
–PhaseName (unique identifier)
–StartTime (absolute or relative)
–What (as in Task)
• A list of Tasks; for each subordinate maneuver unit.
(A second paragraph describes tasks to combat support
units.) Both take the following format:
– TaskeeWho: who will perform the task
– What: what they are tasked to do
– StartWhen: when they will begin (can be relative to
other tasks or their results)

– EndWhen: when they must finish (optional)
– Where: where they will do it (can be relative to other
BML objects)
– Affected: who or what object is affected (optional)
– Why: effect to be achieved and/or Task supported
(optional)
3.6 Administration and Logistics Section
This section provides direction to the service support
elements of the force. In its present form, it is largely free
text. However, as BML expands to communicate
unambiguous direction to those elements (or their
simulations) it should be possible to render this
information to a level of digital precision comparable to
that of the Mission Section. For example, a request for
helicopter medical evacuation is a highly standardized
format that lends itself to BML:
• SupportConcept (free text)
• MaterielAndServices (free text)
• Personnel (free text)
• MedicalEvacuationAndHospitalization (free text)
• CivilMilitaryCooperation (free text)
• Miscellaneous (free text)
3.7 Command and Signal Section
This section provides direction for communications
processes associated with order execution. Its present
form also is free text. However, simulations of supporting
communications already exist with a level of specificity
such that BML could be expanded to a precise,
unambiguous definition of:
• CommandControlAndCommunications (free text)
• Command (free text)
3.8 Overlay Section
This section provides operational graphics that
traditionally took the form of map overlays depicting the
concept of operations and control measures for
implementation. The Common Ground program
described in section 2 above has advanced this
information to the realm of digital geospatial information.
The traditional format was, for each overlay:
• OverlayName: unique identifier for overlay
• ControlFeature reference (unlimited number)
• Time: effective date-time
• Unit ID: unit to which overlay applies
3.9 Appendices
Traditional operations orders contain a large amount of
coordinating information in the form of annexes for
various functions. The overall document for a large
organization can be voluminous. Our approach to the

NATO OPORD is to include any critical information
from these annexes in the body of the BML OPORD.

4. NATO OPORD BML Implementation
BML implementation of the NATO OPORD requires
definition of an XML schema for each section defined
above, a server that can push and pull XML OPORD
documents, and an example/test scenario. The materials
described here are available as open source through
website http://c4i.gmu.edu/BML.
4.1 Schema
The NATO OPORD schema is a logical successor to the
Integrated BML (IBML) schema used by MSG-048 [3].
It contains XML elements for every category of
information show in section 3 above.
4.2 Server
The NATO OPORD has been implemented using the
Scripted BML Server [12]. We are in the process of
converting the underlying layers of this to the SISO CBML Phase 1 Draft Composites Standard.
4.3 Example/Test Script

Figure 2. The BMLC2GUI
The C-BML schema was implemented in the tool and the
sample OPORD was then generated. The tool gave us the
advantage of a user-friendly interface that was available
while the schema was still under development. The
sample was generated and modified many times while the
development team was still working on the schema. The
tool was adapting very quickly to schema changes by just
implementing the newer version. Then the GUI was able
to generate the interface at run-time without losing any
compatible data already exists. Figure 3 shows part of the
sample OPORD in the BMLC2GUI.

We have developed an example/test script for the NATO
OPORD, based on the US reconnaissance force mission
used for MSG-048 experimentation in 2009 [3].
The sample/test OPORD is based on the GMU C4I
implementation of the SISO C-BML Phase 1 Draft
schema. The core of the OPORD sample is execution of a
reconnaissance task assigned to a maneuver unit. The unit
has to move along a track sending spot reports about the
task progress, including position status and information
gathered about the enemy. The sample/test OPORD
situation paragraph includes the enemy’s most probable
course of action and most dangerous course of action
along with the tasks and geospatial information. The
situation paragraph also depicts the friendly unit with its
task and geo information. The rest of the sample/test
OPORD consists of all other standard elements, described
in section 3 above.
The sample/test OPORD was developed using the GMU
C4I Open-Source BML graphical interface BMLC2GUI
[13] Figure 2 shows the BMLC2GUI with both editing
and mapping capabilities.

Figure 3. The Sample OPORD in BMLC2GUI

The developed sample OPORD was tested with other
GMU C4I BML technologies and OneSAF. The sample
OPORD will first be pushed to the SBML Server. After
being pushed successfully, the web services will process
the OPORD and reports will be generated. These reports
will be captured again through both the BMLC2GUI and
the OneSAF simulation. Figure 4 shows reports generated
as a result of the execution of the sample OPORD.

Figure 4. The BMLC2GUI showing reports resulting
from sample OPORD execution

5. Conclusions/Future Work
The work described here should not be considered final.
The current form of the BML NATO OPORD is a
contribution to MSG-085, intended to be converged with
the efforts of other nations in a collaborative process that
will define a BML NATO OPORD for MSG-085
experimentation. While we believe our work has merit, it
will have to be considered in the context of the
multinational coalition forces of the future. This means
the perspectives of many nations must be included.
Furthermore, there remain serious questions regarding the
level of maturity of the BML NATO OPORD presented
here. Is there value in following STANAG verbatim? Is
there still too much free text in this OPORD? How can
BML bring in C2-Simulation of administration, logistics,
and communications? These questions remain to be
addressed.
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